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Abstract—We consider a competitive environment for reward-based scheduling of periodic tasks, where the execution of each task consists of a mandatory and an optional part. Each task obtains a value if the processor successfully schedules all its mandatory part, and also an additional reward value if the processor successfully schedules a part of its optional execution. Each task is owned by a self-interested agent who has multiple choices for its requests based on its optional part. We model the reward-based scheduling problem by considering such multi-minded agents. However, the agent may try to manipulate the system to obtain an unfair optional allocation. We address this challenge by designing novel truthful mechanisms in which it is always in the agent’s best interest to report their true task characteristics. We propose two truthful mechanisms (an exact and approximate) for selecting a feasible subset of agents and an allocation of optional execution that maximizes the total reward obtained by the selected tasks. To address the pseudo-polynomial complexity of the exact mechanism, we show that our proposed approximate mechanism is a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS). Our extensive experiments show that our proposed approximation mechanism is capable of finding near-optimal solutions efficiently while guaranteeing truthfulness.

Index Terms—Reward-Based Scheduling; Periodic Task Systems; Competitive Environments; Mechanism Design.

1 INTRODUCTION

O ver the past two decades, the increased connectivity between real-time embedded devices has spurred a shift in real-time system design and research from traditionally closed and independent systems to more open and more interconnected systems. In these increasingly open systems, a designer might not know at design-time the characteristics of the set of tasks that will execute in the system. Thus, the system may potentially be executing in situations where it is not possible to meet all the execution demands of the users and must choose which execution should complete and which should be discarded. To address such open system scenarios, real-time system researchers have developed several useful and interesting frameworks for allocating processing time in the presence of overload, such as reward-based scheduling [1], IRIS [2], Q-RAM [3], and many others. Even more recent research has applied these frameworks in the design of open systems; for example, Kim [4] applied reward-based scheduling to manage QoS allocation in a cluster and grid computing setting. While these frameworks have successfully enabled designers to determine the optimal allocation of system execution under overload in an open system, all of these frameworks implicitly rely upon the assumption that users are cooperative by truthfully expressing their timing requirements and the value that they place upon meeting these requirements. However, any robust system design must also consider the possibility that users will lie about their requirements in order to obtain a larger allocation of processing resources. Unfortunately, these previously-proposed frameworks are ill-suited to deal with such a possibility.

In this paper, we consider reward-based scheduling for periodic tasks in which there is a reward associated with each task’s execution. Each task’s execution is composed of a mandatory and an optional part. Each job of a task must complete both its mandatory execution, as well as any allocated optional execution, by the job’s deadline, while a non-decreasing reward function is associated with the execution of the optional part. A reward-based scheduling model is appropriate in settings where real-time tasks can obtain more precise results with additional computation. There are several applications that can benefit from extra processing. For example, the amount of processing may affect the video quality of a multimedia application: more processing yields a better quality video and thus, more reward for the viewer. Another example of such applications is realtime cloud services [5], where a user specifies the least amount of quality of service in the service level agreement. Additional processing power may lead to faster execution time of the user’s job, and would increase the user quality of service. In this paper, we take a first step towards the design of overloaded systems in an open and competitive environment by proposing a competitive reward-based scheduling framework that utilizes techniques from algorithmic game theory to ensure a fair allocation of resources in open real-time systems even in the presence of uncooperative users.
We extend the traditional reward-based scheduling model [1] to the competitive environment setting where each task may be owned by a separate agent. Each agent knows the characteristics of its own task and reports, to the processor owner, the task’s period, mandatory execution requirement, optional execution and the “reward” that agent obtains from execution of the mandatory part plus any optional part. Each agent submits these characteristics of its task to the processor owner in the form of a bid, where each agent submits a bid that represents the different choices for its requested optional execution and its corresponding reward. Such agents submitting bids are called $K$-minded bidders. The processor owner must determine (based on each task’s reported reward) which agents’ tasks are selected for execution and among the selected tasks how much optional execution (beyond the mandatory) is allocated to each job of a task.

Since each agent is self-interested, it may report task parameters and values different from the true ones if by doing so its task will be selected to run on the processor. Consider again the example of multimedia video processing; if multiple users are sharing a single processing resource, there may be an incentive for one user to “game” the system to obtain a larger processing time that is disproportionate to the reward that this user derives from the enhanced video quality. The challenge is to align the individual goals of the self-interested agents with the overall system goals. Such challenge calls for algorithmic mechanism design [6] rather than algorithm design. Mechanism design focuses on designing rules in a competitive environment to achieve specific properties such as truthfulness and efficiency. The truthfulness property guarantees that the agents cannot manipulate the system by lying, and the efficiency property ensures a maximized system-wide objective.

A mechanism for real-time systems will take the task characteristics from each agent and decide which agents obtain the processor. The mechanism also determines the amount that should be paid by the agents who obtained the processor. We are interested in designing mechanisms that give incentives to the agents to report the true characteristics of their tasks and thus, guarantee an efficient processor allocation. Our proposed mechanisms provide tractable solutions and support truthfulness.

1.1 Our Contributions

We address the problem of reward-based scheduling of periodic tasks upon a single processor in a competitive environment by designing truthful mechanisms. This is an NP-complete problem (as will be shown later). We observe that the reward-based scheduling is a $K$-minded setting rather than a single-minded setting by nature. We first model the reward-based scheduling problem for $K$-minded bidders as a multi-unit auction, and specify their bidding language. We then design a truthful exact mechanism that uses a pseudo-polynomial-time dynamic programming algorithm to optimally allocate the single processor to a subset of participating agents. In the absence of computationally tractable optimal algorithms for solving this problem, we then design an approximation algorithm to find a near-optimal allocation. In general, approximation algorithms do not necessarily satisfy the properties required to achieve truthfulness.

Our proposed approximation mechanism, called MIR-MAX-REW, is a truthful polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) mechanism that gives incentives to agents to reveal their true valuations for the requested execution times of their tasks. We analyze the properties of the MIR-MAX-REW mechanism and perform extensive experiments. The results show that MIR-MAX-REW determines near optimal allocations while satisfying the truthfulness property.

1.2 Related Work

Traditional real-time task scheduling upon a uniprocessor in non-competitive settings has been studied extensively (e.g., [7], [8], [9]). In these traditional hard-real-time systems, the focus has been primarily upon schedulability: determining a priori whether a specified system can meet all deadline constraints. Subsequent research has considered systems where meeting all the deadlines is impossible and the system must decide which tasks to complete by their deadlines and which to abort or permit a deadline miss. For these types of systems where successfully meeting all deadlines is not possible, the goal is typically to optimize a given performance metric. The imprecise computation [10] model was an early effort to characterize systems where additional execution may lead to improved results; the goal is to obtain a schedule that minimizes the total system error due to the computation imprecision. The related Increase-Reward-with-Increase-Service (IRIS) framework [2] also addressed the setting where the scheduler may have to decide on which task to allocate execution based on the “reward” obtained. Baruah et al. [11] focused on a setting where the system was overloaded and each job had an associated value obtained from meeting its deadline; an online scheduler was designed to maximize the accumulated values of the successfully-executed jobs. Aydin et al. [1] studied reward-based scheduling for periodic tasks in which there is a reward associated with each task’s execution. Each task is composed of a mandatory and an optional part. The mandatory part must meet the task’s deadline, while a non-decreasing reward function is associated with the execution of the optional part. The goal is to find a schedule that maximizes the weighted average reward. Researchers have also considered settings where different tasks have different quality-of-service (QoS) settings. Based upon the available resources, the system must determine which QoS levels to select based on some rewards metrics; the Q-RAM model [3] is an example of such a framework. All of these prior works assume that the task characteristics are publicly known, and none of them considers a competitive setting, in
which the task’s characteristics are private to the agents and the agents compete for resources.

In non-real-time computer systems, the study of resource allocation under competition has recently received much attention. Nisan and Ronen [12] introduced the technique of algorithmic mechanism design for computational problems in a competitive setting. They addressed the problem of minimization of the makespan of tasks on parallel machines by designing a truthful approximation mechanism for the problem. The field of mechanism design has been applied to several computer science problems such as routing [13] and multicast transmission [14].

As mentioned in the previous section, we model the reward-based scheduling problem for $K$-minded bidders as a multi-unit auction. In multi-unit auctions, there exists multiple identical items, and agents can bid for several items together, called bundle. In the case of multi-unit auctions with single-minded bidders, each bidder is only interested in a single bundle of items. Lehmann et al. [15] proposed truthful greedy mechanisms for single-minded bidders. Kothari et al. [16] proposed an FPTAS mechanism for the single-good multi-unit allocation problem. Their proposed mechanism is approximately truthful for the special case of marginal decreasing valuations. Mu’Alem and Nisan [17] proposed a truthful mechanism for known single minded bidders, where each agent not only is interested in a single bundle of goods, but also the identity of its bundle is known by the mechanism (i.e., it is not a private information). Briest et al. [18] improved the results of [17], and proposed a truthful fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for single-minded bidders. However, in the case of $K$-minded bidders, it is shown that FPTAS using VCG payments are not possible unless P=NP [19].

In the general $K$-minded bidders case, an agent bids for $K$ bundles with the desire of receiving one of them. It is worth noting that, the agent specifies the value of each bundle, where both the bundles and the values are private information. Bartal et al. [20] proposed a truthful mechanism for non-single-minded bidders in a multi-good setting, where there exists the same number of units for each good, and each bidder desires no more than a single unit of each good. Babaioff et al. [21] proposed mechanisms for $K$-minded bidders, where each bidder is interested in exactly one bundle from a set of bundles. However, they considered that all such bundles have exactly the same value for the bidder which is not the case in our reward-based mechanism. Lavi and Swamy [22] proposed a randomized $\frac{1}{2}$-approximation mechanism for $K$-minded bidders. However, their proposed mechanism uses a weaker notion of truthfulness, truthful in expectation. Dobzinski and Nisan [19] proposed a deterministic truthful 2-approximation mechanism for multi-unit auctions. In particular, they focused on indivisible units. Dobzinski et al. [23] proposed a truthful in expectation FPTAS mechanism for multi-unit auctions. However, their mechanism is randomized with a weaker truthfulness-in-expectation guarantee, while our proposed mechanisms are deterministic in terms of truthfulness. Vocking [24] proposed a randomized universally-truthful PTAS mechanism for multi-unit auctions. Vocking’s mechanism is a probability distribution over a set of deterministic truthful mechanisms while our mechanism is deterministic. The setup for Vocking’s mechanism assumes that the valuations are given by black boxes that can be queried by the mechanism (weak value queries), while in our case the valuations are given explicitly as a vector.

For real-time scheduling in a competitive setting, there are very few prior results. Porter [25] studied the problem of online real-time scheduling of jobs on a single processor in a competitive environment. In this work, the private characteristics of the agents consists of release time, job length, deadline, and value. However, this work does not address the traditional recurring task models (e.g., sporadic or periodic tasks) which are commonly found in real-time applications. In addition, he considered only single-minded agents. Recently, we proposed a truthful FPTAS allocation mechanism for sporadic tasks competing for allocation upon a single processor [26]. However, our previous study considers a completely different real-time setting, that only deals with single-minded bidders and does not consider a reward-based scheduling model. Thus, the mechanism design techniques used in [26] cannot be applied in our current study. In this paper, we consider the reward-based scheduling model of periodic tasks in a competitive environment with $K$-minded agents, by permitting each agent to specify $K$ different execution time and value pairs for its task. In the presence of competition, our proposed truthful allocation algorithms determine for each task whether it is selected for execution and what (if any) optional execution for the task is permitted.

1.3 Organization

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the problem of reward-based scheduling of periodic tasks upon a single processor in a competitive environment. In Section 3, we present our proposed exact mechanism, and in Section 4 we present our proposed approximation mechanism that solve the problem in competitive environments. We characterize the properties of the proposed mechanisms. In Section 5, we evaluate the mechanisms by extensive experiments. In Section 6, we summarize our results and present possible directions for future research.

2 Model

In this section, we discuss the original problem of reward-based scheduling for real-time systems in non-competitive settings. Then, we define the competitive version of the problem.
2.1 Reward-Based Scheduling

In reward-based scheduling, there is a set of $N$ periodic tasks $\tau = \{\tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_N\}$. Each task $\tau_i$ is characterized by a tuple $(e_i^m, e_i^o, p_i, r_i(\cdot))$ where $e_i^m$ is a mandatory execution time, $e_i^o$ is an optional execution time, $p_i$ is a period, and $r_i(\cdot)$ is a reward function. Task $\tau_i$ releases a job to the system every $p_i$ time units. Each job needs to be executed for $e_i^m$ units of mandatory execution before a new job is released by the task. We assume that the relative deadline of each job is equal to task period (i.e., $d_i = p_i$). A job may execute up to $e_i^o$ units of optional execution before its deadline. We denote the $j$-th job of task $\tau_i$ by $J_{ij}$. If $J_{ij}$ completes its mandatory execution time $e_i^m$ and executes its optional portion for $x_{ij} \geq 0$ units, then it obtains a reward of $r_i(x_{ij})$. It is assumed that $r_i$ is a concave, non-decreasing, continuously-differentiable function over $\mathbb{R}^+$ and that $r(0)$ is finite.

The system aims to complete the mandatory execution parts of all jobs by their deadline and maximize the total reward over all tasks in the system by executing a portion of the optional execution of the jobs. Let $x_{ij} \geq 0$ be the amount of optional execution completed by job $J_{ij}$ for any schedule of the task system over its hyperperiod $H$ (i.e., the least common multiple of $p_1, \ldots, p_N$). The total reward for task $\tau_i$ over a hyperperiod is given by:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{H/p_i} r_i(x_{ij})$$

The above reward is obtained when each job completes its mandatory execution by its deadline. The reward-based scheduling problem consists of finding the values of $x_{ij}, i = 1, \ldots, N$ and $j = 1, \ldots, H/p_i$, that give the maximum total reward.

Aydin et al. [1] showed that if the task system is feasible on a single preemptive uniprocessor with EDF scheduling, then there exists an optimal assignment of the $x_{ij}$ values maximizing Equation (1), where each job of any task $\tau_i$ executes the same amount of optional execution. We will denote such optimal optional execution for task $\tau_i$ by $\alpha_i$. The problem of finding an allocation of optional executions that maximizes the total reward in non-competitive environments (called MAX-REW-NC) is formulated as the following linear program:

Maximize $\sum_{i=1}^{N} r_i(\alpha_i)$

Subject to:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i \leq 1$$

$$\alpha_i \leq e_i^o, \forall i = 1, \ldots, N$$

$$0 \leq \alpha_i, \forall i = 1, \ldots, N$$

The objective function (2) represents the total reward obtained by the tasks. Constraint (3) ensures that the sum of the utilization of the selected tasks does not exceed 1, where the utilization of a task is the ratio of its execution requirement to its period. Constraints (4) guarantee that for each task at most the total requested optional execution is allocated. Constraints (5) guarantee that the allocation of each task is at least zero. In a non-competitive setting, the mandatory execution parts of all jobs are scheduled, and the objective is to find the allocation of the optional parts to maximize the reward. Since the allocated optional parts of each job of a task over the periods remain the same, maximizing the reward over one period of the task maximizes the overall reward.

2.2 Competitive Reward-Based Scheduling in the Presence of Overload

In the work by Aydin et al. [1], the authors assumed that the set of tasks is feasible for their mandatory execution time under EDF scheduling. In this paper, we consider a new type of reward-based problem (called MAX-REW) which assumes the presence of overload, i.e., it is not possible to schedule all the tasks on the uniprocessor so that all the jobs execute for their mandatory execution part and meet their deadline. In other words the sum of the ratios $e_i^m/p_i$ is greater than one. This assumption reflects the possibility that many agents are competing for a scarce resource.

We consider that each Agent $i$ specifies, via the task specification $\tau_i$, a maximum of discrete $K$ different choices for the amount of optional execution part $(0, \ldots, e_i^o)$. and a vector of values $(v_{i,0}, \ldots, v_{i, K-1})$, where $v_{i,k}$ represents the value of $r_i(e_i^o_k)$, the value obtained by executing the mandatory part and the $(k+1)$-th amount of the optional execution. For the purposes of this paper, we will assume that all task parameters (i.e., period, execution times, and values) are integers. Note that the value of $r_i(0)$ is the value obtained by executing only the mandatory part $e_i^m$ (where $e_i^o = 0$). The choices and preferences of Agent $i$ are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>(Total execution, Value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$(e_i^m, v_{i,0}^i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2$</td>
<td>$(e_i^m + e_i^o_{i,1}, v_{i,1}^i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k+1$</td>
<td>$(e_i^m + e_i^o_{i,k}, v_{i,k}^i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$(e_i^m + e_i^o_{i,K-1}, v_{i,K-1}^i)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $0 \leq e_i^o_{i,k} \leq e_i^o K-1$, more specifically $e_i^o_{i,k}$ are sorted such that $e_i^o_{i,k-1} \leq e_i^o_{i,k} \leq e_i^o_{i,k+1}$ and $e_i^o_{i,k} \in \mathbb{N}^+$. Therefore, $e_i^o_{i,K-1}$ is the most optional execution requested by Agent $i$. As a result, each task $\tau_i$ is characterized by a $(K+1)$-tuple $(p_i, (e_i^m, v_{i,0}^i), \ldots, (e_i^m + e_i^o_{i,K-1}, v_{i,K-1}^i))$. We assume that $\forall i, e_i^o + e_i^o_{i,K-1} \leq p_i$. In addition, Agent $i$ receives no reward if its task is not selected for execution.

The MAX-REW problem is to allocate the single processor to a subset of tasks such that the allocation is
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2.3 Example
In order to compute the optimal solution for the MAX-
REW problem, we rely upon the agents to report their true characteristics. However, agents can manipulate the
system by lying. We present an example in a cloud computing setting to show how a strategic agent can affect the optimal solution by untruthful reporting of its task requirements. This example is inspired by [5]. We
consider five users (agents) who want to launch their
real-time services, and they submit all the information about the real-time applications to the cloud provider.
Each agent submits its desired execution units and the value obtained by receiving its request. The requested bundles (execution units) and the values of the tasks owned by these agents are shown in Table 1. The first column shows the agents id, the second column gives the requested mandatory execution along with its value, and the third column gives the requested mandatory and optional execution along with its value, where the value is the summation of the mandatory value and the reward of the optional execution. We assume that 
and in the latter, it specifies that for 4 units of optional
execution (total of 6 units), it receives an extra reward

### Table 1: Agents’ characteristics example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>((e_i^m, v_i^o))</th>
<th>((e_i^m + e_{i,k}^o, v_i^o))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(2,3)</td>
<td>(6,7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(4,6)</td>
<td>(5,10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(2,5)</td>
<td>(4,6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(3,4)</td>
<td>(5,7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(2,2)</td>
<td>(4,5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of 7-3 = 4 (for a total reward of 7). Since all these tasks cannot be scheduled to execute on a single processor using the MAX-REW linear program Eqs. (6-9), we want to assign the processor to the agents such that we obtain the maximum reward. If each agent is truthful, MAX-REW integer linear program assigns the processor to the second bundle of Agent 2 (5,10), the first bundle of Agents 3 (2,5), and the first bundle of Agent 4 (3,4), which results in a reward of 10+5+4=19.

We analyze two cases in which an agent tries to manipulate the system. In the first case, a non-winning agent manipulates the system by declaring a higher value hoping to become a winner. We assume Agent 1 lies about the obtained reward of its optional execution and reports its second bundle as (6,15) while everyone else reports their true requests. The second bundle of Agent 1 (6,15), the first bundle of Agent 3 (2,5), and the first bundle of Agent 5 (2,2) would be selected. However, since Agent 1 values the received bundle at 7 units, the solution gives a suboptimal reward of 7+5+2=14. In the second case, a winning agent lies about its required execution units. Now, assume that all agents report their true characteristics except Agent 2 who lies about its required optional unit and declares 6 units in its second bundle (6,10) instead of its true request (5,10). In this case, the first bundle of Agent 1 (2,3), the first bundle of Agent 3 (2,5), and the second bundle of Agent 2, (6,10) would be selected, resulting in a suboptimal reward of 3+5+10=18. In both cases, the total reward is less than the one obtained when all agents report truthfully their requirements. This example motivates the need for mechanisms that incentivize truthful behavior on the part of the agents.

3 Mechanism Design

In this section, we present the basic concepts of mechanism design, and then we introduce a VCG-based exact mechanism for our model that solves MAX-REW.

The problem of reward-based scheduling of periodic tasks upon a single processor in a competitive environment is NP-complete by a reduction to the multiple-choice knapsack problem. In a multiple-choice knapsack problem, the items are subdivided into \( N \) classes to pack in a knapsack, where at most one item must be taken from each class. If we consider the processor as a knapsack, the agents can be divided into \( N \) classes. In each class, an agent has \( K \) items (i.e., requests), and at most one request of an agent must be selected from its class. Since the multiple-choice knapsack problem is
NP-complete [27] the reward-based scheduling problem considered in this paper is also NP-complete. The aim is to select a subset of agents for the knapsack maximizing the total value.

We consider a set of agents $\mathcal{N} = \{1, \ldots, N\}$, where each agent $i$ owns a sporadic task $\tau_i$ and submits its characteristics (e.g., the parameters of its task and their values). For every agent $i$, we define its valuation function $V_i(\cdot)$ as a step function as follows:

$$V_i(e_i) = \begin{cases} e_i^{K-1} & e_i \geq e_i^m + e_i^{o,K-1} \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ e_i^m + e_i^{o,k} & e_i < e_i^m + e_i^{o,k+1} \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ 0 & e_i < e_i^m \end{cases}$$

where $V_i(e_i)$ denotes the value derived from obtaining $e_i$, $e_i \leq p_i$, units of execution time. Thus, $V_i(\cdot)$ is a monotonically increasing function (i.e., if $e \leq e'$, then $V(e) \leq V(e')$).

We formulate the problem as a combinatorial auction where agents have preferences over sets of items, called bundles. Without loss of generality, we assume that each agent specifies exactly $K$ bundles. In this case, agent $i$ can define its preferences over $K$ bundles in the form of $(e_i, v_i^k)$, where $e_i = e_i^m + e_i^{o,k}$ is the size of the $(k+1)$-th bundle and $v_i^k$ is its value (0 $\leq k < K$). The goal is to select a subset of agents with their assignment maximizing the total value.

In this settings, agents are not single-minded. A single-minded agent cares about one specific bundle; if it does not receive the bundle, it values it at zero [15]. A multi-minded agent specifies a set of bids (bundles), and uses a bidding language to express its valuation function over the set of bids [21], [28]. Note that it is more challenging to design truthful mechanisms for cases in which agents are K-minded.

We consider that $V_i(\cdot)$ is represented as a K-minded bid. Each agent $i$ specifies a collection of pairs $(e_i, v_i^k)$, where $e_i = e_i^m + e_i^{o,k}$ is the maximum price that it is willing to pay for that bundle. Based on all bids $\{(e_i^0, v_i^0), \ldots, (e_i^{K-1}, v_i^{K-1})\}$ of agent $i$, we define the value $V_i(e_i)$ for an allocation $e_i$ to be $\max_{0 \leq k \leq e_i} v_i^k$. This corresponds to a special case of XOR bidding language [29]. Bidding languages relate to the representation of bids in combinatorial auctions such that agents can encode their valuation and send it to the auctioneer. Our goal is to design a mechanism maximizing the total reward (in economics called social welfare) obtained by the agents $\sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} V_i(e_i)$, where $\sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} e_i/p_i \leq 1$.

### 3.1 Preliminaries

In this subsection, we present the basic concepts of mechanism design.

**Definition 1 (Mechanism):** A mechanism $\mathcal{M} = (\mathcal{A}, \Pi)$ consists of an allocation function $\mathcal{A}$ and a payment rule $\Pi$. The allocation function determines an allocation of the resources to a set of winning agents, and the payment rule determines the amount that each agent must pay.

We aim to design a mechanism which allocates the processor to a subset of agents. Since the agents are selfish, they may declare different characteristics than their actual characteristics. We denote the declared characteristics of agent $i$ by $\hat{\theta}_i = (\hat{\mu}_i, (\hat{e}_{i,0}, \hat{v}_i^0), \ldots, (\hat{e}_{i,K-1}, \hat{v}_i^{K-1}))$ and its actual characteristics by $\theta_i = (\mu_i, (e_{i,0}, v_i^0), \ldots, (e_{i,K-1}, v_i^{K-1}))$, $\forall i \in \mathcal{N}$. We assume that an agent’s period is publicly known and an agent cannot lie about their period (i.e., $\hat{p}_i = p_i$).

A mechanism takes all the declared characteristics of the agents as input, and it computes an allocation. The mechanism motivates the agents to reveal their true characteristics by charging them some payments. We denote by $\theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_N)$ the vector of declared characteristics of the agents and by $\hat{\theta}_i$ the vector of all declared characteristics except the agent $i$’s declared characteristics (i.e., $\hat{\theta}_{-i} = (\hat{\theta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_{i-1}, \hat{\theta}_{i+1}, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_N)$).

The allocation algorithm $\mathcal{A}$ gets $\theta$, the agents’ declared characteristics, as an input, and outputs $\mathcal{A}(\theta) \subseteq \mathcal{N}$, the set of winning agents along with their allocated bundles. Therefore, agent $i$ wins if $i \in \mathcal{A}(\theta)$. The reward obtained by the algorithm is given by the sum of the values of the winning agents. The strategy of an agent is represented by its declared characteristics.

Agent $i$ has a utility function $\mu_i = V_i(e_i) - \pi_i$, where $\pi_i$ is the payment that Agent $i$ is required to pay to the mechanism based on $\Pi$, and $e_i$ is the amount of execution allocated to Agent $i$. The mechanism attempts to maximize the reward while the selfish agents try to maximize their own utility. We are interested in designing a truthful mechanism where it is always in each agent’s best interest to declare the true requirements of its task.

**Definition 2 (Truthful Mechanism):** A mechanism $\mathcal{M}$ is truthful (or incentive compatible) if all agents have incentives to reveal their true characteristics. Formally, if the utility of agent $i$ by true declaration of its characteristics $(\theta_i)$ is $\mu_i$ and its utility by a non-true declaration $\hat{\theta}_i$ is $\hat{\mu}_i$, we have always $\mu_i(\theta_i, \theta_{-i}) \geq \hat{\mu}_i(\theta_i, \theta_{-i})$ for any declaration $\theta_{-i}$ of other agents’ characteristics.

In other words, a mechanism is truthful if truthful reporting is a dominant strategy for the agents, that is, the agents maximize their utilities by truthful reporting independently of what the other agents are reporting.

In this paper, the agents are multi-parameter, which means that they have more than one piece of private information that can lie about. In one-parameter mechanisms, the private information of each agent consists of only one number, while in multi-parameter mechanisms the private information consists of more than one number [30]. In general, multi-parameter auctions are more challenging to design since they consider multi-
dimensional settings where each agent’s preference is given by multiple values [18], [30]. In the next subsection, we propose an exact truthful mechanism for the MAX-REW problem.

3.2 Truthful Exact Mechanism

In this subsection, we design a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG)-based truthful mechanism that solves the MAX-REW problem. A VCG mechanism is a generalization of Vickrey’s second price auction [31] proposed by Clark [32] and Groves [33]. If VCG mechanisms are obtained from optimal allocation algorithms, the particular VCG payment rule makes truthful reporting the dominant strategy of the agents [12]. This means that the truthfulness property is guaranteed. Our proposed exact mechanism consists of an optimal allocation function and a VCG-based payment rule. In the following, we present our proposed optimal allocation and the VCG-based payment rule.

In order to design a VCG-based mechanism for MAX-REW, we need to design an allocation algorithm that provides the optimal solution to MAX-REW. We propose a dynamic programming algorithm, called DP-MAX-REW, to find the optimal solution to MAX-REW. DP-MAX-REW is given in Algorithm 1. The DP-MAX-REW algorithm has one input parameter, the vector of agents declared characteristics (θ). The algorithm has two output parameters: V∗, the optimal total reward, and x∗, the optimal allocation to the agents.

Let H = lcm(p1, . . . , pN) be the hyperperiod, Emax = maxv∈[n] {ēi + 2pK−1}, and Vmax = maxv∈[n] {ēK−1}. It is trivial that an upper bound on the maximum execution that can be allocated in any solution is NEmax, and an upper bound on the maximum value that can be achieved in any solution is NVmax. DP-MAX-REW solves optimally the problem assuming xi ∈ [0, 1] according to the following dynamic programming recurrence (Lines 16-21):

\[
U(i, e, v) = \begin{cases} 
\min_{v_k} \{U(i-1, e, v), U(i-1, e - ēi,k, v - ̂v^k_i) + \frac{ ēi,k}{p_i} \} & \text{if } (e > ēi,k \text{ and } v > ̂v^k_i) \\
\min_{v_k} \{U(i-1, e, v), \frac{ ēi,k}{p_i} \} & \text{if } (e = ēi,k \text{ and } v = ̂v^k_i) \\
U(i-1, e, v) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where U(i, e, v) denotes the minimum utilization of a subset of agents {1, 2, . . . , i} whose total allocation is exactly e units of execution, and total value is exactly v. The recurrence considers several cases, not allocating the bundle to Agent i, and allocating ēi,k units with value ̂v^k_i to Agent i, where k is the index of k-th bundle of Agent i. In the case of allocating a bundle to Agent i, the recurrence considers the value of utilization when allocating each bundle to Agent i and finds the minimum among all. In each step, it checks the minimum utilization of allocating e − ēi,k units with total value of v − ̂v^k_i to i − 1 agents while it allocates the remaining time to the k-th bundle of Agent i. As a result, the value of utilization would be U(i-1, e - ēi,k, v - ̂v^k_i) + ̂v^k_i/p_i (first condition). In the case where there is not enough utilization to be allocated to i−1 agents (i.e., e - ēi,k = 0 and v - ̂v^k_i = 0), the value of utilization is calculated based on allocating only to Agent i which is ̂v^k_i/p_i (second condition). In the case of not allocating the bundle to Agent i, the minimum utilization remains the same as the minimum utilization of i−1 agents with total allocation of e units and total value of v (third condition). The maximum value of all feasible cases which has a utilization bounded by 1 gives the optimal reward (Lines 22-23). Once the final value is determined, the algorithm finds x∗, the optimal allocation of the agents by looking backward at U(i, e, v). The DP-MAX-REW algorithm finds the optimal solution to the MAX-REW problem. The proof is trivial employing the principle of optimality. DP-MAX-REW is a polynomial-time algorithm with time complexity given by O(KN^3E_{max}V_{max}).

In addition to our proposed optimal allocation algorithm, our truthful exact mechanism consists of a VCG-based payment rule. We define our VCG-based mechanism that solves the MAX-REW problem as follows.

Definition 3 (VCG-MAX-REW mechanism): The VCG-MAX-REW mechanism M = (A, Π) is a VCG-based mechanism, where A maximizes the reward based on the allocation algorithm DP-MAX-REW, and the payment of
TABLE 2: Different scenarios for Agent 2’s request declaration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>((e_{2}^{m}, e_{2}^{s}, v_{2}))</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Utility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>(5, 10)</td>
<td>(e_{2}^{s} = v_{2}^{1}, e_{2}^{m} + e_{2}^{s} = e_{2}^{s} + e_{2}^{s})</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>(5, 12)</td>
<td>(e_{2}^{s} &gt; v_{2}^{1}, e_{2}^{m} + e_{2}^{s} = e_{2}^{s} + e_{2}^{s})</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>(5, 9)</td>
<td>(e_{2}^{s} &lt; v_{2}^{1}, e_{2}^{m} + e_{2}^{s} = e_{2}^{s} + e_{2}^{s})</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>(5, 6)</td>
<td>(e_{2}^{s} &lt; v_{2}^{1}, e_{2}^{m} + e_{2}^{s} = e_{2}^{s} + e_{2}^{s})</td>
<td>Lose</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>(6, 10)</td>
<td>(e_{2}^{s} = v_{2}^{1}, e_{2}^{m} + e_{2}^{s} &gt; e_{2}^{s} + e_{2}^{s})</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>(9, 10)</td>
<td>(e_{2}^{s} = v_{2}^{1}, e_{2}^{m} + e_{2}^{s} &gt; e_{2}^{s} + e_{2}^{s})</td>
<td>Lose</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We now investigate scenarios in which Agent 2 requests a different execution time than its actual request. In Case V, it submits a higher execution of 6 units instead of its true request of 5, where the agent requests (6,10) as its second bundle. In this case, Agent 2 still wins the bundle. However, she pays more than she pays in Case I, II, and III. The mechanism finds the payment of 8 resulting in a utility \(10 - 8 = 2\). Thus, its utility decreases. In Case VI, Agent 2 becomes a loser by submitting a higher execution 9. We showed that if an agent submits an untruthful request, it can not increase its utility. As a result, the truthful mechanism gives incentive to the agents to not manipulate the system.

4 TRUTHFUL PTAS MECHANISM

In this section, we introduce our proposed truthful approximation mechanism that solves the MAX-REW problem. Babaioff et al. [21] showed that the model of “single-value multi-minded agents”, where an agent desires several different bundles all for the same value, does not fall into the family of one-parameter domains defined by Archer and Tardos [34]. The authors showed that since the desired bundles are not public information, value monotonicity by itself is no longer sufficient for dominant strategy implementation. In our setting, the agents are not only multi-minded, but also have a general monotone valuation function making value monotonicity not sufficient for dominant strategy implementation. As a result, we rely on a concept of maximal-in-range allocation (defined later in this section) which has been used to obtain truthful mechanisms for this more complicated setting.

Nisan and Ronen [35] showed that a family of allocation algorithms, called maximal-in-range, yields truthful VCG-based mechanisms. The definition of the maximal-in-range allocation algorithm is as follows:

**Definition 4 (Maximal-in-range allocation algorithm):**
An allocation \(A\) is maximal-in-range (MIR) if there exist a set of allocations \(R\) such that for every possible input \(V_{1}, \ldots, V_{N}\), the algorithm outputs the allocation that maximizes the reward in \(R\). That means, for all input valuations \(V_{1}, \ldots, V_{N}\), the algorithm outputs \(arg\max_{(e_{1}, \ldots, e_{N}) \in R} \sum_{i \in N} V_{i}(e_{i})\), where \(e_{i}\) is the allocation of agent \(i\).

An allocation \(A\) is MIR if it optimizes the reward over some range \(R\), where \(R\) is the range of the algorithm. If \(A\) is a maximal-in-range allocation and II is the VCG payment then \((A, II)\) is a truthful mechanism [19]. The
challenge addressed by our work is to design a truthful mechanism \((A, \mathcal{I})\) with an approximation guarantee for real-time reward-based scheduling systems which is the first for such a setting.

The main idea in the design of our proposed approximation algorithm, is finding the best partial allocation to a subset of agents first, and then allocating the remaining resources through dynamic programming based on the rounded requests of the unallocated agents. The partial allocation is used as a seed for the approximate solution and it also allows us to control the solution error. The allocation process consists of two phases, a partial allocation and an allocation of rounded requests of remaining agents. To introduce our proposed approximation algorithm, we first need to define the concept of r-round allocations in which at most r agents are used for the partial allocation and the requests of the remaining agents are rounded.

**Definition 5 (r-round allocation):** Let \(H = \text{lcm}(p_1, \ldots, p_N)\) be the hyperperiod. An allocation \((x_1, \ldots, x_N)\) is r-round if there exists a set \(B\) of agents, where \(|B| \leq r\), and \(h = \sum_{i \in B} \frac{H - h_i}{p_i}\) such that the following two conditions hold:

- For each agent \(i \notin B\), its allocation over the hyperperiod is a multiple of \(\max(\frac{H - h_i}{(N-r)}, 1)\), where \(H\) is the total processing units of the processor, \(\sum_{i \notin B} \frac{H - h_i}{p_i}\), such that the following two conditions hold:
  - For each agent \(i \notin B\), its allocation over the hyperperiod is a multiple of \(\max(\frac{H - h_i}{(N-r)}, 1)\), where \(H\) is the total processing units of the processor, \(\sum_{i \notin B} \frac{H - h_i}{p_i}\).
  - Note that \(x_i = \hat{e}^m_i + e^0_{i,k_p}\), where \(0 \leq e^0_{i,k_p} \leq e^0_{i,K-1}\). The second condition means that \(\max(\frac{H - h_i}{(N-r)}, 1) \cdot (N-r)^2\) is an upper bound on the number of units allocated to agents not in \(B\). The r-round is an allocation that schedules the tasks of at most \(r\) agents, taking at most one bundle for each agent along with allocating tasks of the remaining agents using rounding. The rounding allows us to reduce the hyperperiod to equi-sized units, and thus, to obtain a polynomial running time for the algorithm. Furthermore, we have chosen the rounding in such a way that we can show that we will lose only a bounded amount of value (when compared with an optimal allocation mechanism).

Based on r-round allocations, we define a range \(R\) of allocations, where \(R\) is the set of all the r-round allocations for a fixed \(r\), that is, the set of allocations that schedule tasks of at most \(r\) agents, taking at most one bundle for each task along with allocating tasks of the remaining agents using rounding. The algorithm finds the best allocation in \(R\) leading to near-optimal solution to the MAX-REW problem.

We define our proposed approximation mechanism that solves the MAX-REW problem as follows:

**Definition 6 (PTAS-MAX-REW mechanism):** The PTAS-MAX-REW mechanism consists of the allocation algorithm MIR-MAX-REW given in Algorithm 2 and the payment function VCG-PAY given in Algorithm 3.

Our proposed allocation algorithm, MIR-MAX-REW, is given in Algorithm 2. MIR-MAX-REW has two input parameters, the vector of agents declared characteristics \((\hat{\theta}, \theta)\), an integer \(r\), where \(r \leq N\). MIR-MAX-REW has two output parameters: \(V\), the near-optimal reward and \(\hat{x}\), the near-optimal allocation to the agents. The algorithm finds a set \(B\), where each member of \(B\) is a subset of at most \(r\) agents in \(N\) (Line 6). Set \(B\) is the range of the algorithm consisting the set of the allocations with at most \(r\) agents, and \(B\) is one of the r-round allocations. MIR-MAX-REW checks each set \(B \in \mathcal{B}\) of agents such that it finds an allocation for agents in \(B\) and an allocation for agents not in \(B\) which maximizes the total reward considering feasibility of allocations (Lines 7-36). For each \(B\), the algorithm considers all feasible allocations to agents in \(B\) based on all of their \(K\) specified bundles for each agent (Line 8). The algorithm finds \(h = \sum_{i \in B} \frac{H - h_i}{p_i}\), the total units of processing time of the agents in \(B\), and \(V\) the total reward of agents in \(B\) (Lines 9-14). For analyzing the feasibility of an allocation to agents in \(B\), MIR-MAX-REW checks \(\sum_{i \in B} \frac{H - h_i}{p_i} \leq H\) condition (Line 15).

For each \(B\) and its feasible allocation to the agents
in $B$ according to their bids, the algorithm splits the remaining $H - h$ units of processing time into at most $(N - r)^2$ equi-sized bundles of size $q = \max(\lfloor \frac{H - h}{(N - r)^2} \rfloor, 1)$.

MIR-MAX-REW optimally allocates these equi-size bundles among the agents that are not in $B$, $B$, according to the dynamic programming recurrence (Lines 22-31). We define $Z(i, e)$ and $A(i, e)$ as follows: if there exists an allocation of execution of exactly $e$ equi-sized bundles to the first $i$ agents (i.e., $\{1, 2, \ldots, i\}$), then $Z(i, e)$ is the maximum value of all such allocations and $A(i, e)$ is the number of units from a hyperperiod that have been allocated to agents $\{1, \ldots, i\}$ (i.e., $eq$); otherwise, if such an allocation does not exist, both $Z(i, e)$ and $A(i, e)$ are zero. Below is the dynamic programming recurrence:

$$Z(i, e) = \max_{j \leq e} \{V_i(\lfloor \frac{jq}{h} \rfloor) + Z(i - 1, e - j) \land (jq + A(i - 1, e - j) \leq H - h) \land (jq + A(i - 1, e - j) = eq)\}$$

where $jq + A(i - 1, e - j)$ represents the number of units from a hyperperiod that have been allocated to the agents $1, \ldots, i$. In the recurrence, we consider allocations to an agent over the entire hyperperiod; however, note that our problem (MAX-REW) assumes that the same allocation of optional execution is given to each job of an agent’s task. (Furthermore, the valuation function of each agent is in terms of a single period). As a result, in considering the value of an allocation of $j$ bundles, the argument of the valuation function is the number of units (i.e., $jq$) divided by the number of periods (i.e., $H/p_i$). The recurrence considers several cases, not allocating any bundle to $i$, and allocating $\frac{jq}{h}$ units to agent $i$, where $j \leq e$. For each case, MIR-MAX-REW checks the feasibility of allocating $\frac{jq}{h}$ units by having a condition on the number of units from a hyperperiod that have been allocated (Lines 27-28). The utilization of these agents is limited by the allocation of agents in $B$. The maximum among all feasible cases gives the value of $Z(i, e)$. The values determined by the dynamic program in MIR-MAX-REW may not give the actual bundle sizes specified by the agent (due to the rounding). However, $V_i(\cdot)$ is a non-decreasing step function (Eq. 11), and it rounds down to the nearest bundle and obtains the same overall reward. In addition, the dynamic program in the MIR-MAX-REW does not explicitly check if $e$ is larger than $\hat{e}_i^m + \hat{e}_i^{K-1, 1}$, due to the fact that the $V_i(\cdot)$ step function does not increase after this value. The maximum reward for all agents in $\hat{B}$ is determined by $Z(\hat{B}), (N - r)^2)$. The total reward for all agents in $B \cup \hat{B} = N'$ is the sum of $V$ and $Z(\hat{B}, (N - r)^2)$ (Line 32). The algorithm saves the maximum obtained total reward in $V$ (Lines 34-36). Finally, the algorithm outputs the best allocation among all allocations considered which gives the maximum total reward. Note that for MIR-MAX-REW (Lines 22-31) we reformulated the dynamic programming used in DP-MAX-REW to consider the hyperperiod as a dimension of the table. Since we are rounding by $q$ units, we reduce the size of the dimension to polynomial in $N$ and $\epsilon$. However, we use a different formulation in DP-MAX-REW considering $NE_{max}$ for one of the dimensions of the table, which leads to a pseudo-polynomial time complexity for DP-MAX-REW.

The payment function for our PTAS, VCG-PAY (Algorithm 3), has four input parameters, the vector of the Agents’ declared characteristics ($\hat{\theta}$), the reward $\hat{V}$, the allocation $x$, and the integer $r$. The output $P$ is a payment vector for the agents. VCG-PAY calls MIR-MAX-REW to find the allocation and reward obtained without Agent $i$’s participation (Line 6). Based on the allocation to the agents with and without Agent $i$’s participation, VCG-PAY finds the payment for Agent $i$, where $\hat{sum}_1$ is the sum of all values without Agent $i$’s participation in the mechanism, and $\hat{sum}_2$ is the sum of all except Agent $i$’s value in the optimal case (Lines 7-12). The time complexity of VCG-PAY is $O(N)$ times the complexity of the MIR-MAX-REW.

**Theorem 1:** MIR-MAX-REW is a PTAS.

**Proof:** To prove that MIR-MAX-REW is a PTAS, we need to show the reward obtained by the algorithm is at least $(1 - \epsilon)$ times the optimal, and that the time complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in $N$, $K$, where $\epsilon = 1/(r + 1)$.

First, we show that the time complexity of MIR-MAX-REW is polynomial in $N$, $K$, and $\log(E_{max})$. Using the XOR bidding language [29], each bundle can be represented by $\log(E_{max})$ bits. Since for each agent there are at most $K$ bundles, collecting the bids from all agents takes $O(NK\log(E_{max}))$. The running time depends on the partial allocation of agents in $\hat{B}$ and the dynamic programming. For the partial allocation of $\ell$ (\(\leq r\)) agents in the first phase, there are at most $\binom{N}{\ell}$ possible selections of sets $B$ of size $\ell$, where for each $B$, at most $K^\ell$ allocations to agents in $B$ are considered. Since there are $r$ different values of $\ell$, the total number of selections of $B$ that need to be considered does not exceed $rK^\ell N^r$. Note that $r$ is defined by $\epsilon$ and thus assumed to be a fixed constant. Then, the allocation for agents not in $\hat{B}$ is determined by dynamic programming. We assume $B = N \setminus \hat{B}$, and renumber the agents such that $\hat{B} = \{1, \ldots, N - |B|\}$. The utilization of every agent $i$ in $\hat{B}$ is scaled; i.e., the dynamic programming jumps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 3 VCG-PAY: Payment Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Input: $\theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_N)$; vector of characteristics (set of bundles and their values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Input: $\hat{V}$; reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Input: $x_i$; allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Input: $r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: for all $i \in N$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: $(\hat{V}', \hat{x}) = \text{MIR-MAX-REW}(\theta_{-i}, r)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: $\hat{sum}_1 = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: $\hat{sum}_2 = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: for all $j \in N, j \neq i$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: $\hat{sum}_1 = \hat{sum}_1 + V_i(\hat{x}_j)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: $\hat{sum}_2 = \hat{sum}_2 + V_i(\hat{x}_j)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: $\hat{P}_i = \hat{sum}_1 - \hat{sum}_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: Output: $\hat{P} = (\hat{P}_1, \hat{P}_2, \ldots, \hat{P}_N)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
over \(q\) columns instead of filling one column at a time. Thus, the time complexity of the dynamic programming is \(O(N^5)\). Overall the algorithm runs in time polynomial in \(N, K\), and \(\log(E_{max})\) for every fixed \(r\).

We now show that the solution is within \((1 - \epsilon)\) of the optimal solution, where \(\epsilon = 1/(r+1)\). To obtain the tightest theoretical bound of the algorithm, we prove the approximation ratio assuming that the set of agents allocated bundles in the first phase is exactly of size \(r\) (i.e., \(|B| = r\)). Note that the approximation ratio trivially still holds when we permit allocations of less than \(r\) agents in the first phase (i.e., \(|B| < r\)), since if the algorithm returned such a smaller first-phase allocation as the best found, then it must be that its valuation is greater than all the allocations considered with \(|B| = r\). Let \(x^*\) be the optimal allocation, and \(V^*\) be the corresponding optimal value. Assume that MIR-MAX-REW determines an allocation \(x\) and a value \(V\). Without loss of generality, we consider \(V_1(x_1^*) \geq V_2(x_2^*) \geq \ldots \geq V_N(x_N^*)\). In the first step, MIR-MAX-REW optimally allocates bundles to \(r\) agents in \(B\). We have \(h = \sum_{i \in B} \frac{H_i}{p_i}\) the total units of execution allocated to agents in \(B\). The second step is allocating the remaining units to the agents who were not selected in the first step. The rounding procedure for the remaining agents increases their utilization from \(\frac{p_i}{p_j}\) to \([\frac{p_i}{p_j} \cdot \frac{H_i}{H - h}] / H\). This may lead to an unsafe allocation of \(x^*\) based on the new rounded utilization. If \(\frac{H_i}{p_i} \leq 1\), then \(q\) is set to one. In this case, there is no inflation of the bundles required, and the remaining \(H - h\) units can be optimally allocated.

As a result, each agent \(i \notin B\) gets the same allocation as \(x^*\). Otherwise, if \(q = \lfloor \frac{H_i}{p_i(N-r)} \rfloor \) (i.e., \(q \neq 1\)), at most \((N-r)\lfloor \frac{H_i}{p_i(N-r)} \rfloor\) units are added by rounding up. This is due to the fact that at most \(N-r\) agents will be available for the allocation by dynamic programming.

Now, for the case that \(q \neq 1\), consider that the rounding of the bundles in the second step for the remaining \(N-r\) (denoted \(\tilde{B}\)) causes the allocation \(x^*\) to be infeasible. By the above paragraph, the total increase in allocation due to rounding is at most \(\frac{H_i}{p_i(N-r)}\). Thus, for the rounding to cause infeasibility of \(x^*\), the original allocation in \(x^*\) to agents of \(\tilde{B}\) must be strictly larger than \((H-h)\frac{N-r}{N}\). Furthermore, since there are \(N-r\) agents in \(B\) and a total allocation is strictly larger than \((H-h)(N-r)/N\), at least one agent of \(B\) must have had an allocation in \(x^*\) strictly greater than \(\frac{(H-h)(N-r)/N}{N-r}\), by the generalized pigeonhole principle.

Consider removing such an agent \(j \in \tilde{B}\) with largest allocation in \(x^*\) exceeding \(\frac{(H-h)(N-r)/N}{N-r}\); then, since \(x^*\) was feasible, the remaining \((N-r-1)\) agents must have been at most \((H-h)\frac{N-r-1}{N-r}\) units in \(x^*\). However, notice that the increased allocation due to rounding for \((N-r-1)\) agents is at most \((N-r-1) \cdot \frac{H_i}{p_i(N-r)}\). Therefore, the removal of \(j\) from the allocation permits the remaining elements of \(\tilde{B}\) to be feasible allocated with respect to \(x^*\) and rounding. Due to the optimality of the dynamic programming solution, the second stage will return an allocation with value greater than or equal to the allocation where \(j\) is removed from consideration.

Since the allocation with \(j\) removed serves as a lower bound on the returned allocation from the algorithm, it is sufficient to derive an upper bound on the value of \(j\) and consider the decrease in total returned value due to its removal. Since \(j\) is not selected in the first step, it is at most as valuable as the \((r+1)\)-th agent in \(x^*\). As a result, the value of \(j\) is at most \(\frac{V^*}{r+1}\). Therefore, with the exclusion of Agent \(j\) from the returned allocation, the total decrease in the value is at most \(\frac{V^*-V}{r+1}\). We have, \(V \geq V^*(1 - \frac{1}{r+1})\) which gives the required approximation. Therefore, we have \((1 - \epsilon)V^* \leq V \leq V^*\), where \(\epsilon = 1/(r+1)\).

**Theorem 2:** PTAS-MAX-REW is truthful.

**Proof:** The PTAS-MAX-REW mechanism consists of the allocation algorithm MIR-MAX-REW and the payment function VCG-PAY. MIR-MAX-REW is maximal-in-range because it outputs the best allocation over the range of \(r\)-round allocations. That is, MIR-MAX-REW checks each set \(B \in B\) of agents such that it finds an allocation for agents in \(B\) and an allocation for agents not in \(B\) (the equi-sized bundles are allocated optimally among the agents not in \(B\)) which maximizes the total reward considering the feasibility of allocations. In other words MIR-MAX-REW finds an optimal \(r\)-round allocation and therefore it is maximal-in-range. The payment function VCG-PAY is a VCG-based payment function. Since any maximal-in-range allocation algorithm along with a VCG payment scheme is truthful (by [19]), PTAS-MAX-REW is a truthful mechanism.

## 5 Experimental Results

We perform extensive experiments to investigate the properties of VCG-MAX-REW and PTAS-MAX-REW. While it is desirable to compare PTAS-MAX-REW with several other mechanisms, we found out that the existing mechanisms and approaches are not directly comparable to ours and decided to compare it with the optimal mechanism, VCG-MAX-REW. Therefore, we rely on the optimal results obtained by VCG-MAX-REW as a benchmark for our experiments. Both mechanisms are implemented in C++ and the experiments are conducted on a cluster of Intel 2.93GHz Quad Proc Hexa Core nodes with 90GB RAM.

### 5.1 Experimental Setup

We generate the requested execution units of several problem instances with different number of agents ranging from 10 to 50. For each problem size we generate ten problem instances, and present the average results.

In order to generate the utilizations of the agents, we used the UUniFast-Discard method described in [36] with a discard limit equal to half the number of agents. Since we assume that available resources do not satisfy
the demand of all the agents, we should select a target utilization greater than 1. In this case, there exists competition among the agents and our mechanisms determine the winners and the payments so that the truthful behavior of agents is guaranteed. Mechanism design is not really required when there is an abundance of resources that can easily satisfy all the agents demands. We set the target utilization \( U \) to 5. For the period generation, we use a random uniform number generator to generate a vector of integers within \([10, 50]\). The mandatory execution part is computed by multiplying the corresponding entry in this vector with its associated utilization. We generate \( K - 1 \) random numbers between mandatory execution and the period as the optional execution units. In the experiments, we use \( K = 2, \ldots, 6 \), that is, 2-minded to 6-minded agents. We use a random uniform number generator to generate the values as integers within the interval \([1, 1500]\). For PTAS-MAX-REW, we use \( \epsilon = 0.50 \) and \( \epsilon = 0.33 \) corresponding to \( r = 1 \) and \( r = 2 \), respectively.

### 5.2 Analysis of Results

We now compare the performance of VCG-MAX-REW and PTAS-MAX-REW for different number of agents. Fig. 1a shows the total reward for 10 to 50 agents obtained by VCG-MAX-REW and PTAS-MAX-REW, where \( \epsilon = 0.50 \) and \( \epsilon = 0.33 \), and \( K = 2 \). This figure shows that for each number of agents, the total reward increases as \( \epsilon \) decreases. The PTAS-MAX-REW with both values of \( \epsilon \) obtains solutions very close to the optimal solutions obtained by VCG-MAX-REW. Fig. 1b shows the execution time of the proposed mechanisms for different number of agents. Note that the vertical axis is in logarithmic scale. This figure shows that by increasing the number of agents, the execution time of all mechanisms increases. In addition, by decreasing \( \epsilon \) (i.e., increasing the accuracy), the execution time of PTAS-MAX-REW increases. This is the case for any PTAS algorithm. Increasing \( \epsilon \) from 0.33 to 0.5 results in a very small decrease in the total reward, showing that the solutions obtained by PTAS-MAX-REW are not very sensitive to \( \epsilon \). PTAS-MAX-REW with \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) obtains a total reward very close to the optimal reward obtained by VCG-MAX-REW and requires a significantly smaller (three orders of magnitude smaller) execution time than VCG-MAX-REW. As an example for \( N = 50 \) agents, PTAS-MAX-REW obtains a total reward of 6805 requiring an execution time of 13.23 seconds, while VCG-MAX-REW obtains a total reward of 7274 requiring an execution time of 6505.71 seconds. Because PTAS-MAX-REW with \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) produces near-optimal solutions in a very small amount of time, we recommend it for solving the reward-based scheduling problem in competitive real-time environments. Figs. 2 and 3 show the effects of considering \( K \)-minded agents for different values of \( K \), for the case of 10 agents. In this set of experiments, we allow each agent to have 1 to 5 choices of optional execution in addition to its mandatory execution part making the agent 2-minded to 6-minded. The results show that the total reward slightly increases since there are more configurations with relatively higher reward to choose from by increase in the choices of optional execution. In addition, we analyze the effects of \( V_{\text{max}} \) on the execution time of the VCG-MAX-REW and PTAS-MAX-REW.
that the vertical axis of Fig. 3 is in logarithmic scale. Fig. 3 shows that if $V_{\text{max}}$ is within the range $[1, 3000]$ the execution time of VCG-MAX-REW increases compared to the case when $V_{\text{max}}$ is within the range $[1, 1500]$, while the execution time of the PTAS-MAX-REW remains the same. As we mentioned, the time complexity of the VCG-MAX-REW is $O(KN^3E_{\text{max}}V_{\text{max}})$, where $V_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum of the agents’ declared values, and $E_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum of the agents’ requested execution units. Thus, the execution time of the VCG-MAX-REW mechanism is highly dependent on $V_{\text{max}}$ and $E_{\text{max}}$, where PTAS-MAX-REW’s execution time does not depend at all upon these parameters. Therefore, PTAS-MAX-REW is most appropriate for settings where the VCG-MAX-REW’s running time is high due to large values of $V_{\text{max}}$ and/or $E_{\text{max}}$ (e.g., in systems that have both fine-grained execution-time granularity and large task execution requirements).

We consider one instance of the problem with ten 2-minded agents, where Agent 3, 4, 5, and 8 are selected with second, second, first, and second of their corresponding bundles, respectively. The declared values of these agents are shown in Fig. 4. The total reward of these agents is 4000. The payment of these agents are shown in Fig. 4. The difference between the declared values of the agents and their payments gives their utility. This figure shows that all agents have non-negative utility, and thus, none of the agents lose by participating in the mechanism. The payments of the agents who do not obtain an allocation are zero and are not shown in the figure.

From all above results, we can conclude that our proposed PTAS mechanism obtains near-optimal results in reasonable amount of time while giving incentive to agents to reveal their true valuations. Based on the properties of PTAS-MAX-REW, the agents do not need to strategize since they will not be able to do better than reporting their true valuations.

6 CONCLUSION

We proposed truthful exact and approximation mechanisms for the reward-based scheduling problem in a competitive environment. Each task obtains a value if the processor successfully schedules all its mandatory jobs, and also an additional reward value if the processor successfully schedules a part of its optional jobs. Each task is owned by a selfish agent, and the agent may try to manipulate the mechanism to obtain an unfair allocation on the processor. We formulated the problem as a multi-parameter combinatorial auction with $K$-minded agents, where agents can choose $K$ different optional execution units. The proposed mechanisms give incentives to the agents such that it is always in the agent’s best interest to report the true characteristics of their tasks. Since the exact mechanism is computationally intractable, we designed a truthful PTAS mechanism. We investigated the properties of our proposed mechanisms by performing experiments. The results showed that the proposed approximation mechanism determines near optimal allocations while giving the agents incentives to report their true characteristics of their tasks.

For future work, we plan to extend this study to multiprocessor systems where there are multiple levels of competition (e.g., the setting where users are competing for allocation in a shared service and the service itself is executing on a shared processing platform). Many online services which utilize a cloud-based computing infrastructure (e.g., Netflix) use such an architecture.
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